# EC Declaration of Conformity

**Date of product declaration**: 2010

## Harmonized Standards
- EN55022:1998;
- EN60950-1:2006

## Applicable Council Directives
- 89/336/EEC; 73/23/EEC

## Type of Equipment
- DC Power Supply

## Model Numbers
- DCM00K03SGMT; DCM00K03S2X30;
- DCM00K03S1X60;
- DCM00K06SGMT; DCM00K06S4X30;
- DCM00K06S2X60;
- 1TWF0500H54B

## Manufacturers
- American Power Conversion
  1600 Scenic Avenue
  Costa Mesa, CA 92626
  USA

## Importer
- APC® by Schneider Electric
  Ballybritt Business Park
  Galway, Ireland

## Place
- Galway, Ireland
  Gerry Daly, Managing Director, Europe
  01/February/2010
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